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Are innocent romantic non slutty love interest unpopular?

Check out this week’s latest updates.
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Editorial

Something I noticed is that in 
most games fanbases usually the 
sluttier a LI is the more popular 
they are but I cant seem to wrap 
my head around this.
 
by: u/DrPyrokinetic

I am the complete opposite I really like 

wholesome romantic innocent love 

interest I recently commented in the 

Being a Dik sub that my main favorite girl was 

Maya and secondary favorite was Jill and I 

almost got crucified got downvoted so hard I 

deleted the comment because people where 

borderline harassing me over liking Maya I was 

a bit shocked that most people prefer girls 

like Sage, Lily and Quinn and are absolutely 

repulsed by chick route girls in the game like 

Maya. Just to give an example what kind of 

girls I like these are some of my favorite love 

interests.

Cece from leap of faith

Maya and Jill from BaD

Emma from Bully is My Lover

Annie from Eternum

Kindra from Artemis

Allison from Race of Life

Victoria from Summers Gone

I also want to say that I respect anybody’s 

preferences regardless of what they are I 

mainly just made this post to see if there 

where anybody else who also likes the more 

romantic conservative/prude kind of love 

interests or if I am just in the minority.
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VICTORIA “WHEELY”
AND A CONFUSED NIKA
Summer’s Gone
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University of Problems
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UNIVERSITY OF PROBLEMS
|  DreamNow

A HOUSE IN THE RIFT
|  Zanith

Version: 1.3.5

Release Date: 11-13-2023

Student life is perhaps the most vivid, colorful, and memorable 

period of life for many of us. You start your adult life, 

feel unlimited possibilities, make a lot of new acquaintances. 

“University of Problems” is just about it.

An ordinary guy from an ordinary family unexpectedly enters 

one of the best universities in the country. 

What could be better, right? Lots of opportunities, constant 

parties, attractive girls, complete freedom of choice. In a word: 

real adult life. 

But everything is not as rosy as it may seem at first glance... 

Version: 0.7.2 Beta

Release Date: 11-11-2023

You were thrown into a dimensional rift and have no idea what 

to do. Nevertheless, other castaways from different realities join 

you one by one in order to form an everlasting bond of trust, 

friendship and physical intimacy.

Beautiful girls from various fantasy dimensions take care of 

you during the day, and then you go off exploring rift oddities 

through the night. 

And you can bake cakes with a succubus, wrestle with a giant 

voluptuous pirate captain, study magic with a young girl acolyte, 

and then do some extracurricular activities with them, too.

Fall in love with the girls, fall in bed with them, and fall into the 

different rifts every night! 
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HAREMCARDS
|  Pink Palm Production

PEACH HILLS
|  EvilBuda

Version: Spanish

Release Date: 11-10-2023

The famous Peach Hills Academy is among the elite regarding 

educational centers. Its mixed access system is famous for 

accepting students with special gifts together with regular 

students. They do have to pass the school’s almost impossible 

admission tests, though! …and be over 18.  

Its club status method promotes the competitivity among the 

students, allowing confrontations and fights based on their 

ranks and position. Only the best can access the academy, but 

nothing but extraordinary students are able to stand out.

Be part of this adventure as Jim, a freshman, who after spending 

his entire childhood at Peach Hills, returns as a student years 

later. Meet many amazing characters, engage with them, and 

bring your relationship as far as you want! It’s up to you to 

decide who you spend time with, while fighting to reach fame 

and notoriety in this disputed scenario.

Version: 0.2

Release Date: 11-01-2023

You have become a master of the famous HaremCard Lounge!

Explore this mythical place that can turns any erotic fantasy 

into reality, unlock HaremCards to access any world and any 

scenario your heart desire. 

Break away from all restrictions in this highly customizable 

sandbox experience and play the way you want to play. Dive 

into story of interesting characters, build your strategy for 

progress and become the ultimate Collector!
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AGENT HORNY
|  Mr.CreepGames

THE SEVEN REALMS: HIGH LATHION
|  SeptCloud

Version: 0.6 (Act 1)

Release Date: 11-16-2023

This game follows the story of a government agent who uses 

his physical strength, combat skills, and intellect to fight crime 

and his charm to seduce beautiful women. 

The main story line will slowly develop in the currently planned 

20 updates, with potential for 10 more. MC will engage in sexual 

relationships with different women, 

some focused on corruption and domination, while others will 

focus on seduction and romance.

Version: Realm 3 Early Access

Release Date: 11-16-2023

For four hundred years, Atlas (name can be changed) has tried 

to maintain a semblance of peace throughout the realm.

Since the death of their Queen and a great apathy seized their 

king, it fell to Atlas, the prince of the vampires, to restore order. 

So when he smells an unfamiliar scent that should not have 

been amongst a party of humans, he goes to investigate and 

meets Leyala.

Leyala seems to be hiding something, and by trying to 

undercover what, Atlas starts a chain of events that will cause 

them to venture across The Seven Realms.
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AURA: HENTAI CARDS
|  Top House Studio

Version: Patreon + Android + Cheats

Release Date: 11-12-2023

AURA: Hentai Cards is a fascinating 2D erotic visual novel with 

card battles where magic, romance, and adventure come 

together! Build your harem by seducing women and save the 

world from the Demon Queen, or join her army!

The world of Pentarull has been under the threat of the Demon 

Queen’s army for a century, and the Alliance has been the only 

force standing in its way. 

Finally, Goddess Aura made the decision to choose a worthy 

champion to invest her power in, putting an end to this 

protracted and agonizing conflict.

Your life as an ordinary farmer is turned upside down when Aura 

gives you magical abilities. Although you are neither a warrior 

nor a hero, you have been chosen by fate to be here!

A THOUSAND ROUNDS
|  NME Artworks

Version: 1.0

Release Date: 11-17-2023

The story will put you in the shoes of a seasoned combat 

veteran who was recently released from service. You will go on 

a journey with him while he attempts to re-assimilate, and try 

to find some way in the world he left behind so long ago,  with 

the help of a particularly vibrant cast to boot. Part fiction, and 

part non-fiction, this novel will offer you a glimpse into the real 

life struggles of combat veterans from a first hand perspective, 

and draws story elements from the greats like Tom Clancy, Jack 

Carr, and John Grisham. Just like in life, every choice made will 

matter here. Action, drama, heartbreak, and romance await you. 

So strap in, and stay frosty.
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CAROL 
University of Problems

YESTERDAY’S 
CROSSROADS IS A 
FANTASTIC HIDDEN 
GEM  by: u/Dessolos

I just played Yesterday’s Crossroads I 

heard it was a hidden gem but my god 

I didn’t think it would be this enjoyable 

and good just from 2 chapters.  This is easily in 

my top 10 or top 5 it rivals even my #1 AVN pick 

and that one has 11 updates. So I expect good 

things from this one in future updates. 

Worst part about this game for me is I know  all 

my relationships are going to  come crashing 

burning down onto me. As every LI in this 

game I find likeable to the point that I find it 

hard to say no to them and just be only friends. 

Even my least favorite one and I hate playing 

these games like a man whore I usually go a 

solo path once  I decide  on who my main LI 

is but this game I just cant choose yet.I know 

I read some comments in a post the other 

day  how someone didnt think the writing 

or dialogue was any good and dropped this 

game rather quickly. But I honestly didnt 

notice anything wrong with it personally. Tho 

bad or good  writing is a very subjective thing 

and im the last person to ask about if X had 

good or bad   writing. As I never think about 

the writing / dialogue as I play these games.  I 

just go with the flow and play the game  and if I 

enjoy the game’s story or characters more than 

your average AVN / too much I just consider it 

good and dont think about how it was overall 

or anything.  

Not really a review of this game but I just felt 

like sharing some quick thoughts I had from 

playing this hidden gem.

 

GIVE ME YOUR 
WILDEST, MOST 
OUT-THERE HOT 
TAKES!    by: Saitamasdad

Here’s mine: I love the goofy best 

friend trope. Characters like Chang 

and Derek steal the show for me 

and are better compared to the nuanced ones 

like Rusty. What’s your spicy take?

Edit : Adding one more hot take as I don’t think 

this one is hot enough.

Leap of faith is not that good the Cece storyline 

massively carries the game and it has one of 

the worst pacing of all the AVNs. Cece is also 

not a good LI, she is a great character don’t get 

me wrong but as an LI she is just not it.

SAD  by: u/Assmongo

COMMUNITY

THREADS
DISCUSSIONS.  MEMES.  SHITPOSTING.
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FROM THE AVNS 
YOU’VE PLAYED, IS 
THERE A “MAIN” LI 
THAT STANDS NO 
CHANCE TO THE 
SIDE GIRLS IN THEIR 
GAME IN YOUR
OWN OPINION?
by: u/vheize

Yesterdays Crossroads is the most 

recent AVN I’ve played and I just 

can’t see the “main” LI winning me 

over when the other girls have similar history 

with the MC. 

The one saving grace she had was them 

dating for 6yrs when MC was in his late teens 

and then leaving for another country so there’s 

a whole re-connection plot to be explored,

but now we know there’s 2-3 more girls he’s 

been close to even before her who also “left” 

at some point in their own way and all more 

attractive with cool personalities.

ETERNUM - 
HOLYS----!
by: u/hairymuffdivr

I’m relatively new to AVNs, and was 

introduced to Eternum via several 

recommendations from users here, 

and I just have to say a very sincere thank you.  

This game is an unquestionable, absolute 

MASTERPIECE.  Humor, mystery, suspense, 

action, emotions, adventure, gorgeous renders, 

fantastic LIs, and an amazing cliffhanger that 

has me ready for more!

Major kudos to Caribdis.  If you haven’t taken 

the plunge, do it now.  Like, literally right now!  

You won’t regret it.

FATES COLLIDE - 
HAS POTENTIAL
by: u/Thermel

 

The new freshman at college story 

has been done before so it’s easy 

to put this one at the bottom in 

that regard. It’s also easy to put it 

down because there aren’t many lewds at this 

point while other college stories have. The 

thing that gives this AVN potential- besides 

the love interests - is the world building. We 

know there is a criminal element in town and 

we know the girl we were teamed up with for 

the class assignment is connected to those 

criminals - for example.

But hell - I would say check it out just for the 

Chang Heist. I would not call it a cameo- he 

helped affect a part of the story.

MOST AVN DEVS 
WHEN WRITING THE 
PROTAGONISTS DAD
by: u/gachagamer445

  

ROXY 
University of Problems
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